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This is the first year that we have a produced a separate annual 
report detailing our activities in Cornwall, which are located  
on the Tremough Campus, Penryn. Even for someone like  
me who is immersed in the daily business of the campus,  
it is surprising how quickly the venture has developed in just  
six years.

The University of Exeter traces its origins to the middle of  
the 19th Century and was very much created as an institution 
which would serve both Devon and Cornwall. The University’s 
crest incorporates 15 gold bezants from Cornwall’s coat of 
arms alongside a depiction of Exeter’s Rougemont Castle. Since 
1970 we have been active in Cornwall through the Institute of 
Cornish Studies and then through Camborne School of Mines, 
which became a part of the University in 1993. But it took the 
innovative partnership approach of the Combined Universities 
in Cornwall initiative to build on this foundation and enable 
us to significantly scale-up our activities in 2004 by joining 
University College Falmouth at Tremough. 

Our approach is very much based on partnership with 
University College Falmouth and with other organisations.
The £100 million Tremough Campus is funded mainly by the 
European Union (Objective One), the South West Regional 
Development Agency, and the Higher Education Funding 
Council for England, with support from Cornwall County 
Council. The University has also invested around £40 million  
in the campus. Set in 70 acres of countryside, but close to the 

waterside towns of Penryn and Falmouth, the campus offers 
a lively student community. The University of Exeter now offers 
degrees there in Biology, Modern Celtic and Cornish Studies, 
English, Geology, Geography, History, Law, Mining Engineering, 
Politics and Renewable Energy.

The campus has fine modern facilities and has already gone 
through two phases of development in 2004 and 2007 with 
planning for a new venture in 2011 well advanced. If our bid 
for further funding is successful we hope to create a world-
class Institute for Environment and Sustainability. Its vision is to 
provide integrated solutions to the problems of environmental 
change and make Cornwall a world leader in this field. It will be 
a driver for economic development in Cornwall and work in 
co-operation with organisations like the Eden Project and the 
Met Office. The Institute will occupy a new environmentally 
outstanding building.

We are also developing the design for an increase in ‘shared 
spaces’ on the campus, which is needed to keep pace with 
rising student numbers. A new building would include a 
welcome centre, library, IT, learning spaces, and academic and 
student support functions. Student accommodation was the 
focus of continued investment during 2009 with the completion 
of the latest phase of 105 self-catering units at the new Glasney 
Student Village completed in the autumn. Looking further  
into the future development of the campus, a masterplan  
was approved by Kerrier District Council. 

Building on Success 
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Developments on the Tremough Campus are part of the 
Combined Universities in Cornwall partnership (CUC). This 
initiative was set up with the idea of providing a boost to 
Cornwall’s economy and the University of Exeter has played  
a central role in this activity. CUC aims to create over 4,000 
new jobs by 2025 and has already created around 640 new 
teaching and support jobs. Funding for higher education is 
proving a good investment and the University and CUC are 
delivering on their promise to bring major economic benefit  
to Cornwall.

The strength of the CUC initiative is that it brings together a 
number of Higher Education and Further Education partners 
who are each excellent in their different fields. Exeter’s role 
is that of a leading research-intensive university which is 
comfortably ranked within the top 15 institutions in the UK. 
This enables us to access high levels of research funding to 
develop new ideas as well as attract and develop some of  
the highest quality staff and students. The easiest thing to get 
right in Cornwall has been attracting high quality staff, some  
of them Cornwall born and bred and obviously very keen  
to return home (but to return home and have a career at a  
top university).

Clearly, the 300-plus staff and 1,600 students we have attracted 
have created a direct economic benefit for the Cornish 
economy. But beyond that staff and students have been actively 
helping Cornish businesses to develop new products and 
services and increasingly launching new businesses themselves. 
Three new businesses have been created and 72 Cornish 
businesses have been supported in addition to 21 organisations 

in the public sector. However, this work is just a beginning 
and, while the University’s activities in Cornwall have come a 
long way in a short time, we can expect to see the economic 
benefits grow much further in the years ahead. By 2015 we 
expect the campus to be generating around £50 million a year 
for the economy.

Research is the foundation of the work of a research-intensive 
university and some of our most high profile work is featured 
later in this document. Whether it be recording the oral history 
of Cornish residents, helping to save a unique Cornish moth, 
sequencing the first genome in Cornwall or working to save 
endangered sea turtle populations, Cornwall-based researchers 
are developing an international reputation for their work. The 
developing role of the University has, crucially, introduced a 
major science research base in Cornwall in addition to arts, 
humanities and social sciences. Research Grant Income almost 
trebled last year from £1.1 million to £3.1 million.

An often neglected fact is that top researchers bring with them 
large teams. For example, investment in 16 posts in Biosciences 
by the Higher Education Funding Council for England has 
led to more than 100 people being engaged in Biosciences 
research in Cornwall. The 16 academics attracted three 

Investment in Higher 
Education is of major 
economic benefit to Cornwall
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research fellows, one teaching fellow, 28 research assistants, 45 
PhD students, eight technical staff and three clerical staff. Thus 
investment in Higher Education can have a massive knock-
on effect in creating new jobs and opportunities for research 
in Cornwall. It also leads to new scientific facilities, such as 
Cornwall’s first genetics research laboratory.

The University has also made a big impression on the cultural 
life of Cornwall, helping its museums to secure £1 million 
worth of funding to improve their collections, adding to the 
richness of the Daphne du Maurier Festival and highlighting 
Tolkien’s links with the county.

And, of course, we have opened up new educational 
opportunities for Cornish people and are working hard to 
highlight these to local schools. Nearly a third of the students at 
Tremough come from the South West. We have had some real 
success stories: students from Cornwall like Justine Rail, Tom 
Daguerre and Sally Luker who all entered direct from Cornwall 
College and who all progressed to get a First Class Honours 
degree in Biosciences in 2009.

The Tremough Campus is an increasingly popular destination 
for students from within and beyond Cornwall. Applications 
for undergraduate places are up 30 per cent and the quality 
of the applications is such that we have made 40 per cent 
more offers. The campus is also socially inclusive, reaching 
out to groups who do not traditionally consider university in 

large numbers – 21 per cent of students come from lower 
socio-economic groups. This year the total number of Exeter 
students at Tremough rose to 1,600 and the aim is to increase 
this to 2,300 by 2015. Currently 84 per cent of students come 
from state schools.

The University works hard to be a good neighbour and is 
working with local people to integrate students effectively 
into the community. We are committed to increasing positive 
interaction between students and residents and enhancing an 
attitude of good citizenship amongst students.

We are establishing clear channels of communication between 
the University of Exeter, University College Falmouth and 
communities in Falmouth and Penryn. We work with students 
and residents to try and resolve issues including where 
students live, parking, rubbish and recycling awareness, anti- 
social behaviour, safety and awareness of crime, and landlord 
accreditation.

Being a good ‘corporate citizen’ and taking a sustainable 
approach to development is becoming central to our 
thinking. Exeter came second in the country for Corporate 
Responsibility, based on a national benchmark for UK 
Universities.

Professor Mark Overton 
Deputy Vice-Chancellor (Cornwall)

Research at the University’s Centre for Ecology and Conservation has shown that the green turtle nesting population 
at Ascension Island (UK), South Atlantic is dramatically recovering and is the second largest in the Atlantic Ocean. 
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Providing economic benefit has been central to the 
development of the University of Exeter in Cornwall  
since it was established in 2004. In addition to the money 
generated by the 300-plus jobs and 1,600 student places 
created at the Tremough Campus, the University also works 
with businesses in Cornwall to help them develop new 
products and services. This section of the annual report 
provides some examples of our work to date.

Developing a research profile  
for the Hatchery
The National Lobster Hatchery is a charitable organisation that 
develops stock enhancement programmes and researches the 
threats and sustainability issues facing Cornwall. The Hatchery 
has hosted a number of undergraduate and postgraduate 
students studying ecology and conservation at the University. 
In return, the Hatchery has benefited from access to specialist 
equipment at the University which is helping it to build a 
reputation for research by publishing in leading scientific 
journals. Funding from the Cornwall Research Fund enabled 

the recruitment of Exeter Marine Biology and Coastal Ecology 
graduate Carly Daniels as a research technician. Her research 
investigated the effects of different levels of dietary supplement 
called Bio-Mos® on lobster growth and mortality and provided 
the basis for an innovative PhD proposal. This work means that 
juvenile lobsters will continue to be reintroduced into marine 
areas around Cornwall with the eventual aim to stabilise stocks 
in the region. The economic benefit to the region could be 
significant, particularly in relation to food security in the future, 
and although this study is specific to lobsters, the research could 
be applied throughout aquaculture for highly valued species 
such as shrimp and fin fish. Two of the university’s staff are 
on the NLH Board of Trustees. The University referred the 
Hatchery to Business Link who have provided a voucher  
to conduct a feasibility exercise on expansion of the facility.

Country Holidays for Inner  
City Kids (CHICKS) 
This PhD project is a collaboration between the University 
of Exeter’s School of Geography, its Business School, and 
CHICKS, a registered charity helping disadvantaged children. 
The research, supervised by Dr Michael Leyshon, Professor 
Catherine Brace and Professor Tim Coles, is called: ‘Giving 
children the chance to be children: Memory, identity and 
holidays in the countryside’.

CHICKS has been running for 18 years and has helped over 
7,000 disadvantaged youngsters at their two residential 

Helping to Build Cornwall’s Economy

Research on dietary 
supplement aims to stabilise 
Cornwall’s lobster stocks
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Centres – a Coastal Retreat at Tywardreath, in Cornwall and 
a Moorland Retreat in Brentor, Devon. Both centres provide 
disadvantaged children with a well-needed respite break from 
the pressures of everyday life.

A CASE Studentship grant was awarded to PhD student Tea 
Tverin, through an ESRC cluster in Sport, Leisure and Tourism 
and she has just started working with CHICKS to examine the 
way adolescents and children organise their memories and 
thoughts about their holiday experiences in the countryside. 
The results of the research will provide all those involved in 
the project with an evidence-based framework to help them 
understand and disseminate the ways in which country holidays 
benefit children in later life. 

Utilising e-learning to communicate 
Cornwall’s tin mining heritage
Geevor tin mine wanted to design a state-of-the-art e-learning 
resource for the Museum that would help it climb up the 
rankings of industrial archaeological sites, improve visitor 
numbers and increase financial performance. A proposal for 
a Knowledge Transfer Partnership (KTP) was developed with 
Pendeen Community Heritage (the managers of Geevor) 
and the University’s History Department. The project was 
funded through the Arts and Humanities Research Council 
and was worth £98,000 over two years. A new e-learning 
website was created and Pendeen have spoken very highly 
of its impact. Existing staff were trained to keep the site and 
associated innovations current. The key to the project’s success 
was securing a KTP, which allowed Geevor to appoint a highly 

qualified associate who brought new ideas to the project, 
particularly in electronic communications, enabling the museum 
to address a new and younger audience.

Marine conservation research  
in Cornwall 
Chelonia Ltd is a small business based in Penzance that designs, 
develops and manufactures passive acoustic monitoring 
equipment called C-PODs. These devices are used for 
cetacean surveys, which log particular features of marine sound 
and recognise the distinctive sounds made by dolphins, killer 
whales and porpoises.

Because of its strong marine research background, the 
University of Exeter in Cornwall has established strong links 
with Chelonia over a period of time and has collaborated on  
a number of research projects.

Dr Brendan Godley, from the University of Exeter’s School 
of Biosciences, has recently been awarded an Economic 
Challenge Investment Fund (ECIF) R&D voucher in partnership 
with Chelonia. This will help to provide opportunities for 
students to conduct projects using C-POD technology and to 
develop the technology to widen its use, opening up potential 
markets in the USA, Australia, Japan and South America. 

e-learning resource created  
for Geevor tin mine
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Bringing renewables into the home
Exeter Renewable Energy graduate Nathan Billings set up a 
new business soon after he graduated to provide expert advice 
on renewable energy technology for domestic installation. 
University Business Mentor Mark Scibor-Rylski assisted with 
the development of his business plan and helped Nathan to 
structure it in a way that would be attractive to a potential 
investor (a property developer interested in incorporating 
micro-renewables in new-build developments). His company, 
Capture Energy, secured the investment, and started trading. 
They now employ nine people, some recruited from the 
Cornwall College Renewables foundation degree programme. 
Capture Energy offers expert advice on renewables including 
solar panels, heat pumps, wind turbines and biomass boilers.

Remote control robot for  
underground surveys
Camborne School of Mines (CSM) student James Jobling-
Purser designed a remote-controlled robotic survey vehicle 
as part of his final-year degree project. The vehicle acts as 
a platform for sophisticated surveying equipment in parts 
of mines too hazardous for people to enter. He obtained 
financial backing from a family business for a three-year PhD 
programme to develop and test a prototype vehicle before 
setting up his own company with support from the University 
and Business Link. The company received a grant from the 
Objective One CUC Research Fund to develop a production 
prototype, working with JK Electronics in Penryn to develop 
the electronics module. They also worked with the Design 

Centre at University College Falmouth to design the ‘pod’ 
to house the electronics module and the mounting base for 
standard survey equipment.

CSM academics with strong international links introduced the 
company to major mining companies and surveying equipment 
manufacturers. The company has recently completed its 
second contract in South Africa in one of the deepest mines in 
the world and is planning a shaft sinking job for Anglo American 
Corporation. There is also scope to develop the vehicle as a 
multi-purpose platform for a number of non-mining applications 
such as bomb disposal and mine clearing. 

Specialist scientific facilities  
benefit business
A number of businesses in Cornwall use Camborne School  
of Mines’ specialised test facilities at the Tremough Campus. In 
many cases, the businesses are unable to afford the capital and 
running costs of the highly specialised laboratory analytical and 
pilot-plant-scale minerals engineering equipment. Access to test 
equipment gives these businesses a competitive edge.

Wardell Armstrong International and SGS Lakefield make 
frequent use of the minerals separation equipment, particularly 
the Oresorter which was funded under the Objective One 
programme. These businesses, along with Imerys, Petrolab and 
Helford Geoscience, use the laboratory analytical equipment 
and services including the scanning electron microscopes, 
particularly Qemscan which was also funded under the 
Objective One programme. At the time it was purchased 
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An undergraduate degree project led to the design of a remote-controlled robotic survey vehicle.
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Launch of the South West mooring test facility, part of the PRIMaRE project.

Qemscan was the only such piece of equipment in a European 
university. Recently a group of businesses has demonstrated a 
demand for CSM to develop expertise in the analysis of clay 
minerals, and a meeting has been held with Imerys to discuss 
access to specialised equipment they have which will help CSM 
support this demand.

Falmouth hosts major  
energy conference
The University of Exeter hosted a conference – Transforming 
the Energy Future: Pathways to Change – with a world-class 
line-up of speakers in Falmouth. Speakers were headlined by 
the Head of the UK Energy Research Centre, Professor Jim 
Skea who is also a Member of the Climate Change Committee 
and on the board of the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate 
Change (IPCC). He was joined at the opening session by 
journalist and author of Kyoto2, Oliver Tickell, and the National 
Grid’s Head of Regulatory Strategy, Lewis Dale.

The conference discussed the UK’s energy policy and aspects 
of the triple challenges of energy security, sustainability and the 
transition to a low carbon energy system. Workshops covered 
topics such as energy citizenship, sustainable buildings, energy 
infrastructure and transport policy. Delegates from all sectors 
of industry were invited in addition to non-governmental 
organisations, academia and regional government.

The conference was supported by Cornwall Light and Power, 
part of the REG Group, a leading independent provider of 
renewable energy in the UK, and Frame UK, specialists in 

sustainable off-site construction, supplying timber-engineered 
solutions to the construction industry.

South West businesses and academics 
join forces to generate power
Business professionals and researchers gathered together at a 
conference at the Tremough Campus to identify opportunities 
to get involved with developing wave and tidal energy in the 
South West. The Peninsula Research Institute for Marine 
Renewable Energy (PRIMaRE) conference enabled businesses 
and academics to collaborate on developing and testing marine 
renewable energy technology. PRIMaRE is a joint £15 million 
institute for research into harnessing the energy from the sea, 
bringing together the technology and marine expertise of the 
Universities of Exeter and Plymouth. Its team of world-class 
academic staff and researchers is dedicated to the support and 
development of the marine renewable energy sector. PRIMaRE 
supports and complements the South West RDA’s pioneering 
£42 million Wave Hub project, which will create the world’s 
largest wave energy test site 10 miles off the Cornish coast.

Dr Sue Brownlow, Combined Universities in Cornwall 
(CUC) Director, said: “This is a splendid example of how 
the expansion of university education is creating new 
opportunities for business in Cornwall. By combining the 
strengths of the Universities of Exeter and Plymouth (both 
partners in the CUC initiative) PRIMaRE has the research 
muscle to underpin an internationally excellent marine 
renewables industry in the region.”
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A top ten university for Cornwall 
The University of Exeter made it into the top 10 universities 
in the UK for the first time. The 2010 Times Good University 
Guide ranks Exeter as 9th best university in the UK out of more 
than 120 UK higher education institutions.

In just five years the University has risen from 34th position 
to 9th. It is now the highest ranked university in the South 
West. The University’s rise has been driven by high student 
satisfaction, as measured by the National Student Survey, and 
highly intensive world-class research. 

Carleen Kelemen, Director of the Convergence 
Partnership Office for Cornwall and the Isles of Scilly, said: 
“Congratulations to all at the University of Exeter for this 
achievement which sits well alongside Cornwall’s ambition 
to raise its game. We are fortunate to have such a partner in 
the Combined Universities in Cornwall that will encourage 
us to keep working together to underline the huge 
contribution higher education facilities can have to a  
region’s economy.”

University maintains ‘top five’ position 
for student satisfaction
Students on the Tremough Campus are among the most 
satisfied in the UK, according to the 2009 National Student 

Survey. The University of Exeter ranks fourth out of traditional 
universities in the survey of 272 UK universities and colleges.

Exeter ranks highest in the South West and just one place 
below Cambridge. The University has maintained its top 
10 position since the survey was launched five years ago. 
The University achieved a score of 90 per cent for overall 
satisfaction, against a national average of 81 per cent. 

Professor Janice Kay, Deputy Vice-Chancellor for Education, 
said: “We pride ourselves on providing an excellent 
experience for our students and strive to make their time 
with us enjoyable and rewarding.”

New postgraduate study  
opportunities at Tremough
The University of Exeter created 180 new opportunities 
for postgraduate study, worth over £7 million. Many of the 
new studentships and bursaries can be studied in Cornwall. 
The number of applications for PhD research has increased 

Providing New Educational 
Opportunities in Cornwall

National Student Survey 
ranks Exeter best in  
the South West
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by 43 per cent over the last three years. Carleen Kelemen, 
Director of the Convergence Partnership Office for 
Cornwall and the Isles of Scilly, said: “This is a very exciting 
opportunity for students studying with the University of 
Exeter at the Combined Universities in Cornwall (CUC) 
Tremough campus. The capacity of universities to generate 
commercial ideas and new businesses continues to be the 
key driver of European investment across the whole of the 
CUC partnership.”

Cornish schools inspired by  
science careers event 
Children from eight Cornish schools visited the Tremough 
Campus to learn about careers in Life Sciences. Organised by 
the University of Exeter and the Cornwall Education Business 
Partnership, the event introduced year-ten pupils to a range of 
Biosciences career opportunities. Groups from the following 
schools took part: Bodmin College, Callington Community 
College, Camborne Science and Community College, Helston 
Community College, The Roseland Community College, 
Redruth School, St Ives School and Treviglas Community 
College, Newquay.

Representatives from the University of Exeter, Eden Project, 
Newquay Zoo, Key Organics and Duchy College ran 
interactive sessions, highlighting the range of careers they offer. 
Staff and students from the University of Exeter’s Tremough 
Campus were on-hand to talk to pupils about studying 
Biosciences at university. 

Cornwall’s schools celebrate science
Cornwall’s school children explored a mine, dissected owl 
pellets and harnessed energy from the sun as part of National 
Science and Engineering Week at the Tremough Campus. 
Pupils from five Cornish secondary schools attended 11 
different events. Some had the opportunity to use state-of-
the-art surveying and mineral analysis equipment, used by 
the University’s Camborne School of Mines. Others went 
underground, by visiting the University’s test mine. Some 
pupils put their knowledge of the animal kingdom to the test at 
a zoology quiz, while others dissected owl pellets to find out 
what featured in last night’s menu. 

Carleen Kelemen, Director of the Convergence Partnership 
Office for Cornwall and the Isles of Scilly, said: “I welcome 
Tremough’s initiative in introducing our children to the 
wonders of science and engineering and that it’s ‘cool’ to 
aspire to these careers.”

Cornwall’s teachers ride the wave  
of marine renewable energy 
Cornwall’s teachers learned how the South West is set to 
become a hub for marine renewable energy at an event held 
at the Tremough Campus. Teachers from across the county, 
from Bodmin to Penzance, attended Harnessing the Power of 
the Ocean, which was run by Cornwall Education Business 
Partnership and the University of Exeter.

The event focused on the South West Regional Development 
Agency’s Wave Hub project, which will create the world’s 
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largest wave energy farm off the north coast of Cornwall. 
Science, physics, mathematics, technology and engineering 
teachers got the latest news about Wave Hub from Nick 
Harrington, head of marine energy at the RDA. 

Teachers heard about developments from PRIMaRE (the 
Peninsula Research Institute for Marine Renewable Energy), 
a joint £15 million institute for research into harnessing the 
energy from the sea bringing together the technology and 
marine expertise of the Universities of Exeter and Plymouth. 
Representatives from some of the region’s renewable energy 
companies, including Orecon from Bodmin and Falmouth-
based Mojo Maritime, gave teachers an insight into how they 
are working to develop the technologies to make marine 
energy a reality.

Helen Field of Cornwall Education Business Partnership said: 
“These sorts of events are a fantastic way for teachers to 
update their business and careers knowledge and gain vital 
industry links to take back to the classroom.” 

The event was part of the STEPS at Work initiative designed 
to offer placements within industry for teachers of science, 
technology, engineering and maths. It is sponsored by the Royal 
Academy of Engineering.

Tremough event encourages Cornish 
youngsters to achieve potential
2,500 young people from across Cornwall discovered the 
wealth of higher education opportunities available to them 
at the UCAS Higher Education Convention at the Tremough 

Campus. This very successful event was organised by 
Connexions Cornwall and Devon, the University of Exeter  
and University College Falmouth.

100 UK universities, from Aberdeen to Oxford to Belfast, 
joined Cornwall’s own universities and colleges to help local 
youngsters decide what to study and where. Students attended 
seminars on individual subjects, from art to zoology, and on 
issues like student life, taking a gap year and student finance.

Tremough students sample  
sealife surveying 
University of Exeter students benefited from a marine surveying 
course at the Tremough Campus. Led by European marine 
conservation research charity Marinelife, the course gave 
students an insight into the wildlife observation skills required  
to become a marine surveyor. 

Thirty students from the University of Exeter’s Centre for 
Ecology and Conservation attended the course. It covered the 
basic skills of monitoring sealife, including whales, dolphins and 
seabirds. As well as learning about observation and recording 
skills, the students had an insight into the work of Marinelife, 
a charity that aims to further the conservation of coastal and 
oceanic wildlife through research and education. 

South West to become a hub  
for marine renewable energy
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Tremough student publishes  
fisheries research 
A Masters student from the Tremough Campus has been 
successfully published in an academic journal, Fisheries 
Management and Ecology.

Tammy Davies, 26, was studying for her MSc in Conservation 
and Biodiversity when she wrote her paper. Her thesis 
investigates the dependency local people in South West 
Madagascar have on fishing and the consequent impacts 
on coral reef biodiversity. It could inform future sustainable 
management strategies for coral reefs in Madagascar.

Originally from Nottingham, Tammy completed an 
undergraduate degree in Biology at Durham University, 
before completing a Masters degree in Cornwall, passing with 
Distinction. She now works for Chester Zoo on a conservation 
programme which aims to alleviate human-elephant conflict 
issues in Assam, India. 

‘Q’ bursary for Cornwall’s students 
Cornwall’s postgraduate students can now benefit from a new 
bursary that supports their research on literature and place as 
part of their English MA at the Tremough Campus. The bursary, 
offered by the ‘Q’ Fund Trust, was created as a tribute to one 
of Cornwall’s most celebrated literary sons, Sir Arthur Quiller-
Couch, a noted literary critic and novelist who published under 
the pen name of Q. He was also a notable Professor of English 

Literature at Cambridge and was responsible for introducing 
English as an Honours subject from 1917.

This new one-year award of £250 is awarded to the most 
promising research proposal from students for their final 
dissertations, judged on academic merit, intellectual curiosity 
and an interest in the relationship between literary creativity 
and place. Andrew McInnes who lives in Brea, Camborne, was 
the 2009 bursary winner. 

Year 12 students in with the Law 
Cornish sixth formers had the opportunity to meet and work 
with academics from the School of Law to gain a genuine taste 
of what it might entail to study Law. The one-day conference 
aimed to enthuse young people with a sense of the excitement 
of legal study, the dramatic debates and important issues 
covered by the law, from life and death issues to those of 
freedom and rights. Participants were encouraged to use 
the resources available from the extensive law library using 
journals, books, online law facilities and group discussion with 
assistance from Law undergraduates.

The School of Law in Cornwall is headed by Professor Melanie 
Williams who comes from a background of Cornish tin mining. 
She is keen to promote Law as a subject area. She said: 
“Here in Penryn we have access to top class facilities and 
experts in their field. We aim to provide a taste of the kind 
of independent research experience available to students 
studying Law.”

Student thesis investigates the impact of fishing on coral reef biodiversity.
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First cohort of Law students  
make progress 

Students from the first Law degree cohort in Cornwall 
completed their first-year examinations for the qualifying LLB, 
the academic stage of legal study in which they learn about the 
legal system and profession and are given the opportunity to 
see the law in action. Fifteen of the students are Cornish and 
great advocates of attending university in their home county.

Reputation is as important as location for Fay Lyttle who was 
born in and has lived in Cornwall all her life, she said, “I chose 
this Law course firstly because of the excellent international 
standing that the University of Exeter LLB has, and secondly 
because it allows me to study in the County that is my 
home. Also it’s a fantastic opportunity to encourage young 
people to train in Cornwall in order to promote economic 
growth and social regeneration.”

Truro born Greg Szutowicz chose to stay locally, and when 
asked if studying in Cornwall was important he said, “Near-
essential. I was originally going to read at Exeter’s Streatham 
Campus, though due to changes in family circumstances  
I found myself tied to Cornwall to a far greater degree than  
I anticipated. Then Law came to the Cornwall campus and  
it seemed the ideal solution.”

Tremough graduate earns  
energy accolade 

Charles Pearce, who graduated with a First Class BSc 
in Renewable Energy in July 2008, was awarded the 
Undergraduate prize in the national COWRIE Graduate and 
Postgraduate Awards for Environmental Research into Marine 
Renewable Energy. For his award-winning thesis, Charles 
reported on a wave energy converter software module for  

the Simulating Waves Nearshore wave modeling package. He 
now works as a wind analyst for RWE NPower Renewables. 

Tremough students eat right without 
breaking the bank 
Students at the Tremough Campus, learned how to eat more 
healthily through a new scheme which encourages them to 
cook nutritious, affordable meals. The project has been set up 
by the University of Exeter and University College Falmouth, 
who share and jointly manage the Tremough Campus, and is 
being run by Eatsome, a healthy eating programme, which is 
part of the NHS Cornwall and Isles of Scilly. 

University strengthens links with 
church leaders 
Representatives from the University of Exeter and University 
College Falmouth welcomed new church leaders from across 
Cornwall to Tremough. The visit showcased the campus’s 
impressive facilities and strengthened links with the Chaplaincy 
that has been established to support staff and students. 
Chaplain Rev Rose Westwood said: “We are constantly 
seeking to make connections with the wider community 
and, in particular, with different expressions of faith and 
worship, and this visit was a tangible manifestation of our 
commitment in that respect.”

Law degree at Tremough 
popular with Cornish 
students
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Scientists join forces to save  
rare Cornish moth 
Scientists are working together to save a rare moth, which 
only exists on one Cornish beach. A team from the Tremough 
Campus and Truro-based environmental consultancy Spalding 
Associates are studying a population of the Sandhill Rustic moth, 
which lives at Loe Bar. They hope their research will help 
safeguard the species against future extinction.

The Cornish Sandhill Rustic moth was first discovered in 
1974. The team hopes to understand how this population has 
adapted to its environment. There are four other subspecies 
of Sandhill Rustics in the British Isles, each with differently 
coloured wings.

The team is using Cornwall’s only molecular biology laboratory, 
which is based on the Tremough Campus, to sequence 
multiple moths’ genes. They are using DNA markers to identify 
the differences between this population and its four closest 
relatives, which live in other parts of the Britain and Ireland.

By identifying how it differs from others, the team hopes to 
understand more about how this population has adapted to a 
coastal environment and what conditions it needs to survive. 
Their findings will then be shared with conservation groups so 
they can ensure the species is protected.

Much of the research is being carried out by Dr Iva Fukova, 
originally from the Czech Republic, who has come to Cornwall 
for three years to work on the project. She is being supervised 

by Professor Richard ffrench-Constant, originally from 
Cornwall, who moved back to the county to join the  
University of Exeter in 2006.

Professor ffrench-Constant said: “This is a great example of 
the University working with a local company on a really 
ground-breaking piece of research. We have ambitions 
to create a centre to further develop our research on the 
environment and sustainability so our links with companies 
like Spalding Associates will become even more important 
in the future.”

First genome sequenced in Cornwall 
A team of scientists has conducted the first genome sequencing 
in Cornwall. Scientists based at the Tremough Campus worked 
with colleagues from the University of Bath and the Wellcome 
Trust Sanger Institute to sequence the genome of a disease-
carrying bacterium.

Photorhabdus asymbiotica is a bacterium, which has been 
found in North America and Australia, and causes infections in 
wounds. The team compared Photorhabdus asymbiotica with 
its close relative Photorhabdus luminescens, which can also 
cause infections in insects, but is not known to infect humans. 
The purpose of the study was to try to understand more about 
how these pathogens infect humans and insects.

To sequence the genome, the research team used the 
laboratory on the Tremough Campus, which has the only 

Research that Makes a Difference
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genetics research laboratory in Cornwall. The study is now 
published in the academic journal BMC Genomics.

Led by Paul Wilkinson, the team also included Professor 
Richard ffrench-Constant. Mr Wilkinson, who works in the 
University of Exeter’s School of Biosciences, said: “I feel 
very privileged to be involved in the cutting-edge scientific 
research that is conducted at the Tremough Campus. I think 
the local community is entitled to feel very proud of the 
achievements that are being made right here in Cornwall 
and I hope it inspires the next generation of Cornish 
scientists to realise that Cornwall is a great place to do 
science.”

Truro’s unknown history to be exposed 
Five well known housing estates in Truro are having their 
history explored in a new project involving interviews with local 
people who have lived there. Unlike past records of history 
which documented the landed gentry and major industrialists, 
this will focus on the lives of ordinary people. The aim of this 
oral history project is to find out more about how people 
conducted their lives, work, education and how they spent 
their leisure time over the last 50 years. 

Residents both past and present from Malabar, Rosedale, 
Trelander, Malpas and Tregurra housing estates were 
encouraged to share their stories. Experts from the University 

of Exeter’s History department at the Tremough Campus  
are working in partnership with Truro City Council and the 
Truro Historical Project to develop the community scheme 
which aims to explore what things were like and how they 
have changed and developed since World War Two on the 
housing estates.

Dr Kayleigh Milden, from the University of Exeter, said:  
“This is a fantastic opportunity for us to tell the story of 
the estates through the residents’ words, which is the true 
ethos behind oral history: celebrating ‘hidden histories’ 
through the peoples’ voice. This is also an important 
project nationally, as it provides a valuable insight into the 
experiences of the generation of people who made up the 
first communities on the new council estates constructed 
after the Second World War.”

A good example of this approach was a fascinating interview 
with Vera Jones and her brother-in-law, Steve Jones, who live 
on the Malpas Estate. Ms Jones has lived in the same house on 
the estate since 1951. She remembers when she first stepped 
into her new home she thought it was ‘a palace’; a stark 
contrast to the tiny cottage where she lived before. 

Research project records views of Truro residents.

Research explores change 
in lifestyle over last 50 years
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In 2010 the project will culminate in a touring exhibition and 
website of a history and heritage previously undocumented. 
The Arts and Humanities Research Council invested £105,000 
into the project and a substantial amount of partnership funding 
has been received from the Truro Community Development 
Partnership.

Cornwall study reveals role of  
habitat for species responding  
to climate change 
Most wild species are expected to colonise northwards as the 
climate warms, but how are they going to get there when so 
many landscapes are covered in wheat fields and other crops? 
A study led by a scientist on the Tremough Campus shows it 
is possible to predict how fast a population will spread. The 
research reveals the importance of habitat conservation in 
helping threatened species survive environmental change.

Published in the journal Proceedings of the Royal Society B, the 
research tracks the recovery of a rare British butterfly over 18 
years and offers hope for the preservation of other species. 

The study was led by Dr Rob Wilson, conducted by the 
Universities of Exeter, York and Sheffield and funded by the 
Natural Environment Research Council. The study could 
inform future conservation policy to help safeguard vulnerable 
species against the effects of climate change and habitat 
destruction. 

It focused on the silver-spotted skipper, a rare butterfly 
confined to chalk grasslands in southern England. 80 per cent 
of such habitats were destroyed in the twentieth century as a 
result of changes to farming. But between 1982 and 2000 a 
number of conservation measures helped rescue the species 
from extinction, including reintroducing grazing livestock. The 
species has also benefited from warmer temperatures resulting 
from climate change. By 2000, the butterfly had expanded  
its distribution by colonizing suitable areas of habitat, and 
occupied an area measuring 21 km2, ten times larger than  
in 1982. However, it only expanded up to 30 km from its 
existing colonies, and in most regions the range expansions 
were much shorter.

The research team applied a mathematical model to the 
geographical spread of the butterfly. A similar model could be 
used to predict the conservation activities which most benefit 
the recovery of this and other rare species. 

Bizarre bird behaviour explained  
by Cornwall scientist 
A scientist on the Tremough Campus has used ‘game theory’ 
to explain the bizarre behaviour of a group of ravens. Dr 
Sasha Dall of the University of Exeter’s Centre for Ecology and 
Conservation worked with a Norwegian colleague to make the 
discovery, which has been published in the academic journal 
PLoS ONE.

Juvenile birds from a roost in North Wales have been observed 
adopting the unusual strategy of foraging for food in ‘gangs’. 
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This new research explains how this curious behaviour can 
be predicted by adapting models more commonly used by 
economists to analyse financial trends.

This is the first time game theory has been used to successfully 
predict novel animal behaviour in the real world. The 
researchers believe this analysis could also shed light on the 
variation in feeding strategies in different populations in other 
species.

Ravens feed on the carcasses of large animals. Most 
populations live in temperate forests, where individuals 
search for carcasses and finds are then defended by a pair of 
territorial adults. Unpaired younger birds, on the other hand, 
gather at communal roosts from which they search individually 
for carcasses on adult territories and recruit each other to 
overwhelm adult protectionism. However, at one raven  
roost on Anglesey, things work differently: juveniles forage in 
gangs. This level of coordination had not been seen before  
in a raven population. 

The researchers built a mathematical model to understand how 
this behaviour evolved and why it might occur in some roosts 
and not others. 

Cornwall scientists uncover secrets  
of invasive minks 
Scientists in Cornwall have uncovered details of the lifestyle of 
mink, which escaped from fur farms and now live wild in the 
UK, by analysing their whiskers. Research led by a team on the 
Tremough Campus reveals more about the diet of this invasive 
species and provides a clue to its whereabouts. There are now 
plans to use the findings to eradicate it from environments 
where it can be devastating to native species.

Published in the Journal of Applied Ecology, the study focused 
on American mink living in the Outer Hebrides, Scotland. The 
scientists used stable isotope analysis to study the whiskers and 
claws of mink carcasses collected on the islands. This technique 
generates a kind of unique chemical fingerprint, providing a 
record of an animal’s diet over time. The results showed that 
the mink had been increasingly reliant on seafood, proving to 
the scientists that mink had started to move to the coastline 
around the islands.

Wildlife biologists from the Food and Environment Research 
Agency have been working to eradicate mink, which escaped 
from fur farms and now live wild on the Outer Hebrides. 
Having successfully eradicated mink from two islands – Uist and 
Harris – the team now plans to use the research findings to 
manage populations across the Outer Hebrides. As a result of 
the study, the team will focus future efforts on coastal regions.

The American mink is a predator that has a devastating effect 
on many native UK species, including water voles and other 
mammals, fish and seabirds. The first American mink were 
brought to British fur farms in 1929.

Analysis of whiskers 
provides details of the 
lifestyle of wild mink
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Cornwall scientists help identify 
world’s largest leatherback turtle 
population 
Scientists from the Tremough Campus have led an international 
team to identify a nesting population of leatherback sea turtles 
in Gabon, West Africa as the world’s largest.

Dr Matthew Witt, Dr Annette Broderick and Dr Brendan 
Godley are all based in the University of Exeter’s Centre for 
Ecology and Conservation and worked with colleagues from 
the US, France and Gabon to make their discovery.

The research, which was published in the academic journal 
Biological Conservation, involved country-wide land and aerial 
surveys that estimated a population of up to 41,000 female 
turtles using the nesting beaches. The study highlights the 
importance of conservation work to manage key sites and 
protected areas in Gabon. Leatherbacks are of profound 
conservation concern around the world after populations in the 
Indo-Pacific crashed by more than 90 percent in the 1980s and 
1990s. The International Union for Conservation of Nature 
(IUCN) lists leatherback turtles as critically endangered globally, 
but detailed population assessments in much of the Atlantic, 
especially Africa, are lacking.

The research was led by the University of Exeter working in 
collaboration with the Wildlife Conservation Society (WCS) 
which spearheads the Gabon Sea Turtle Partnership, a network 

of organisations concerned with the protection of marine 
turtles in Gabon.

During three nesting seasons between 2002 and 2007, the 
team’s members carried out the most comprehensive survey 
of marine turtles ever conducted in Gabon. This involved 
aerial surveys along Gabon’s 372 mile coastline, using video 
to capture footage for evaluation, and detailed ground-based 
monitoring. By covering the entire coastline, they were not 
only able to estimate the number of nests and nesting females, 
but also to identify the key sites for leatherback nesting, data 
which are crucial to developing conservation management 
plans for the species.

The study also revealed that around 79 per cent of the nesting 
occurs within National Parks and other protected areas. This 
gives added hope that Gabon can continue to be one of 
the world’s most important countries for these magnificent 
creatures.

The study was made possible through funding by the Natural 
Environment Research Council (UK), the United States Fish 
and Wildlife Service (USFWS) Marine Turtle Conservation Fund 
(U.S Department of the Interior), and the United States Agency 
for International Development (USAID) – Central African 
Regional Program for the Environment (CARPE). The team also 
received £300,000 Darwin funding for a three-year project, 
working with local agencies to improve marine biodiversity 
management in Gabon. 

Dr Matthew Witt is part of the team identifying the key nesting sites of the endangered leatherback sea turtles.
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Impact of renewable energy on  
our oceans must be investigated,  
say scientists 

Scientists from the Universities of Exeter and Plymouth have 
highlighted the need to understand the impact of renewable 
energy developments on marine life. The study, which was 
published in the Journal of Applied Ecology, highlights potential 
environmental benefits and threats resulting from marine 
renewable energy, such as off-shore wind farms and wave  
and tidal energy conversion devices.

The research highlights the capacity for marine renewable 
energy devices to boost local biodiversity and benefit the 
wider marine environment. Man-made structures on the sea 
bed attract many marine organisms and sometimes become 
‘artifical reefs’, for example, supporting a wide variety of fish. 
The study also points out that such devices could have negative 
environmental impacts, resulting from habitat loss, collision 
risks, noise and electromagnetic fields. 

Corresponding author Dr Brendan Godley, who is based 
on the University of Exeter’s Tremough Campus, said: “Our 
study highlights the urgent need for more research into the 
impacts of marine renewable energy on marine life. This 
will involve biologists, engineers and policy-makers working 
together to ensure we really understand the risks and 
opportunities for marine life.”

This study was carried out by PRIMaRE (the Peninsula Research 
Institute for Marine Renewable Energy), a joint £15 million 
institute for research into harnessing the energy from the sea 
bringing together the technology and marine expertise of the 
Universities of Exeter and Plymouth.

Cornwall studies suggest males  
have more personality 

Males have more pronounced personalities than females 
across a range of species – from humans to house sparrows – 
according to new research carried out in Cornwall. Consistent 
personality traits, such as aggression and daring, are also more 
important to females when looking for a mate than they are 
to males. Research from the University of Exeter’s Tremough 
Campus draws together a range of studies to reveal the role 
that sexual selection plays in this disparity between males and 
females. 

A team led by Dr Sasha Dall conducted research that reveals 
that in most species males show more consistent, predictable 
behaviours, particularly in relation to parental care, aggression 
and risk-taking. Females, on the other hand, are more likely 
to vary their behaviour. They are also more likely to respond 
to these traits and therefore seem to be ‘choosier’ about the 
personality of a potential mate.

The authors believe sexual selection may hold the key to this 
variation. Dr Sasha Dall, the team leader, said: “This body of 
research suggests that male personality could have evolved 
in much the same way as signs of physical attractiveness – 
to help attract a mate. Scientists have not given the  
role of sexual selection in shaping animal personality  
much consideration in the past. We hope that our work  
will pave the way for further research in this rather 
overlooked subject.”

Pronounced personalities 
woo the opposite sex
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Enriching the Cultural  
Life of Cornwall

A million pounds worth of 
improvements for Cornish Museums 
A bumper crop of funding is enabling the University of Exeter 
to assist in developing facilities at historically and culturally 
important sites around Cornwall.

£1 million was awarded to five separate projects in Cornwall 
in 2009. The Arts and Humanities Research Council (AHRC) 
led the investment across a range of partnerships in Cornwall. 
History, Social Sciences and Geography academics at the 
Tremough Campus, Penryn, successfully secured funding for 
museums to redisplay important galleries and enhance their 
educational roles by creating websites that cater for different 
subjects and stages in the national curriculum.

Four major museums: the Royal Cornwall Museum, Geevor 
Tin Mine, Porthcurno Telegraph Museum and the Penlee 
House Gallery and Museum, are reaping the benefits of the 
collaborative projects. History and Geography students and 
academics from the Tremough Campus are committed to 
working with the museums to expand what they have to offer 
to visitors.

The lead academic for Humanities and Social Sciences for the 
University of Exeter in Cornwall, Professor Alan Booth, said: 
“It’s a mutually rewarding initiative as we are able to offer 
students practical placements by being involved in projects 

that have a direct impact on the local area and improve 
employability options for the graduates.”

Roger Burt’s extensive knowledge of mining through the 
Knowledge Transfer Programme (KTP). KTPs are projects 
jointly managed by the University and the museum partner 
and are undertaken by a graduate. Professor Burt acts in 
an advisory capacity with additional technical support from 
web developers from the University’s Graduate School of 
Education on how best to showcase Cornish mining in the 
wider context of the worldwide industry.  

The web team have suggested ways in which the 
educational materials can be delivered online and tailored  
to the different stages of the national curriculum. The 
museum and University team is working to create 
appropriate learning modules for different age groups  
from primary to international researchers.

Funding for museums to 
redisplay galleries and 
improve websites
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Royal Cornwall Museum brings together academics in 
the University’s Institute of Cornish Studies, the same 
web development team and leading professionals from 
the museum to help with the redisplay of the museum’s 
galleries. The RCM is keen to ensure that its redisplay 
embraces the latest academic perspectives on Cornwall’s 
history and that key aspects are available on the web before 
the redisplay has been completed. 

Gallery and Museum AHRC Knowledge Transfer Fellowship. 
The Museum was keen to redisplay its social history gallery 
and this award has finally allowed the project to go ahead. 
The Tremough History Department is utilising the skills of 
University researcher Joanna Mattingly who worked under 
the general direction of Professor of History Jonathan Barry 
on a previous University-backed project on the history of 
the fishing communities of Mousehole and Newlyn in West 
Cornwall. The main goal is to make the Museum’s social 
history gallery complement its display of paintings by the 
famous Newlyn School. 

Porthcurno Telegraph Museum, which is collaborating 
closely with geographers and historians on a series of 
projects. The first project involved three AHRC-funded 
Geography studentships to study aspects of the visual 
and imperial culture of Britain’s main telecommunications 
companies of the 19th and 20th centuries. Within six 
months Porthcurno also secured a prestigious AHRC 
Museums and Galleries award, this time with the History 
Department. Under this award, the University historians, 
led by Dr Richard Noakes, will research the working culture 
of the telegraph companies. Their findings will be used 
for a large new gallery display at Porthcurno and other 
telecommunications sites in west Cornwall. Once again, 
the web developers are involved and working on a major 
extension of the Museum’s website, which will include 
educational and interactive dimensions. 

Tolkien Day in Cornwall 
The Lord of the Rings author J R R Tolkien’s popular literature 
was explored at the University of Exeter, Tremough Campus  
as part of a special Tolkien Day.

Tolkien set The Lost Road, an early version of what was to 
become The Lord of the Rings, in Cornwall. He spent some of 
his holidays in Cornwall and was familiar with the landscape, 

rural culture, people and language. Cornwall provided an early 
link between Anglo-Saxon England and Tolkien’s fantasy worlds 
of elves and orcs.

Three of the foremost experts on Tolkien gave presentations as 
part of Tolkien Day. The free event was open to members of 
the public. Nick Groom, Professor of English at the Tremough 
Campus, said: “We are interested in Tolkien’s mythology of 
England and his approach to different regional identities, 
which are deeply rooted in English literature and the 
landscape. We use his work as a point from which to  
focus on writing, place and identify.”

Professor Groom teaches Tolkien at postgraduate level  
and plans to launch an undergraduate option for BA English 
students dedicated to Tolkien’s achievements as a writer, 
scholar, and critic. 

Daphne du Maurier Festival  
gets new expert sessions 

The 2009 Daphne du Maurier Festival of Arts and Literature 
is held in Fowey, where du Maurier made her home at 
Menabilly, the main inspiration for Rebecca’s Manderley. She 
often used Cornwall as a focus for her novels and short stories, 
highlighting the unique coastal geography, landscape and rural 
culture to dramatic effect. For the first time at the 2009 festival 
there were a series of special University of Exeter lecture 
sessions focusing on writers from Devon and Cornwall who 
have influenced and or written extensively about the region. 
English academics from the Tremough Campus shared their 
knowledge of writers such as Sabine Baring-Gould from 
Lewtrenchard. He was a prolific writer best remembered for 
the hymn, Onward Christian Soldiers, but it is Baring-Gould’s 
fascination with the supernatural, folk beliefs and paganism that 
was revealed in the lecture.

The Cornish novelist and Nobel Laureate Sir William Golding is 
a major part of the South West’s literary landscape. A reflection 
on his most famous book Lord of the Flies and later fiction was 
considered in a lecture which attempted to make sense of 
Golding’s wartime experiences. Also, two Cornish women 
who helped shape the history of science, Elizabeth Carne who 
founded the Royal Geological Society in West Cornwall and 

Focus on writers from  
Devon and Cornwall
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Caroline Fox, co-founder of the Falmouth Polytechnic, had 
their diaries, letters and scientific papers explored by literary 
experts.

English scholars from the University have shared their expertise 
and knowledge since the festival’s inception in 1996 by 
contributing to talks, chairing discussion panels, giving readings 
and interpretations and creating events around South West 
writers particularly du Maurier. 

The University of Exeter has a Special Collections Library 
which holds original manuscripts, letters and annotated notes 
of important English writers such as du Maurier. The University 
has a close working relationship with du Maurier’s family (the 
Brownings) and named one of the buildings on the Tremough 
Campus after Daphne du Maurier. 

Cornish Families on film,  
in sound and on record 

For the first time in history, the oral traditions of Cornish 
families will be made available through a major multimedia 
resource which explores Cornish identities and the way families 
in Cornwall interact.

Over 70 recordings and a great hoard of old photographs and 
film form part of a Heritage Lottery-funded project led by the 
University of Exeter’s Institute of Cornish Studies, Cornish 
Audio Visual Archive (CAVA). The material about Cornish 
family life is being made available through a DVD of testimony 
films, a programme of audio CDs and a book. Free copies of 
the resource material will be given to museums, libraries and 
schools in Cornwall, thereby ensuring that this vast array of 
information is easily accessible. As a major specialist library for 
Cornish Studies, the Cornwall Centre in Redruth is deeply 
involved in the knowledge transfer with the University. It will 
also hold the audio and video recordings for researchers and 
the general public.

Stories such as that of the Davey family who play and have 
played a significant role in Cornwall’s musical culture can be 
found in the ‘Narratives of the Family: Kinship and Identity in 
Cornwall’ project material. Merv Davey has been prominent in 
the revival of Cornish dancing in recent years and his son and 
daughter also promote Cornish folk music both in Cornwall 
and further afield; yet that musical tradition dates back to the 
1880s and provides a sense of continuity with the past. 

The project asks questions about how people contrast family 
and kinship down the ages to the present and what family 
means to different people. Many families throughout Cornwall 
have contributed by talking about the different ways they relate 
to Cornwall, with experience of families who have lived in 
the area for generations as well as those who have moved 
to Cornwall and those that have a strong sense of spiritual 
belonging all finding a place within the archive. 

Multimedia resource 
explores Cornish family life
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The Daphne du Maurier building, Tremough Campus.

The ‘Narratives of the Family’ project took care to ensure that 
it covered the customs and traditions of different ethnic groups 
in Cornwall by closely linking with groups like the Equality and 
Diversity Service of Cornwall Campus. 

The renowned Cornish author E V Thompson has also 
contributed to the book in a chapter in which he explores  
the importance of family in relation to Cornish literature.

Student volunteers hit the right note 

Students performed a musical treat at the Falmouth Age 
Concern Day Centre. The Music Society of University of 
Exeter students from the Tremough campus performed a 
recital for clients and staff. Student volunteers have been giving 
their time to read, lead creative activities, and chat to clients at 
the Age Concern Day Centre on Killigrew Street. The music 
recital was the first Society volunteering event organised by 
the Falmouth and Exeter Students’ Union (FXU). Samir Pasha, 
President of Music Soc and a University of Exeter Law student 
said: “We all love performing and it was great to come to 
the centre to share our music with new people. We hope 
they enjoyed it as much as we did.” 

Cornish landscape on canvas  
(and on campus) 
A vibrant oil painting inspired by the dramatic Cornish 
landscape has been donated to the University of Exeter 
by internationally acclaimed artist Neil Canning. As a 
contemporary artist who lives and works at Relubbus near 
Penzance, Neil’s paintings are stimulated by the effects of light 
and weather on the landscape and the sea. This fascination with 
the Cornish landscape follows a long line of famous artists such 
as J M W Turner who was also seduced by Cornwall’s unique 
environment. Neil identifies strongly with the St Ives-born artist 
Peter Lanyon, who painted abstract landscapes in the mid-20th 
century and was one of the leading figures in the St Ives group 
of artists.

The title of the 7ft wide by 5ft high oil on canvas painting 
donated is entitled Sperys Dasserhy in the Cornish language 
and means Rising Spirit. It will go on display at the Tremough 
Campus.

Cornish artist Neil Canning’s 
painting, Sperys Dasserhy, 
donated to the University
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